WATER      UNDER      THE      BRIDGES
CHAPTER XX
T T 7ITHfiveofhersevenneighboursdefinitelyhostile,YugoslaviaJs
\l \/ foreign relations were arduous and intricate enough, yet the
* problem of the internal situation was scarcely less formidable
and intractable. Those who criticized and blamed King Alexander
most for the dictatorial powers which he had been forced to assume
were generally those who understood least the difficulties with which
he had to contend. It is true that Yugoslavia was homogeneous in
the sense that all its component parts were members of the southern
Slav race, Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, Montenegrins, Bosniaks and
Dalmatians, Slavonians and Macedonians, speaking the same language,
though in some cases, as in Slovenia for instance, with considerable
variety of dialect. But for over five hundred years they had grown
apart owing to their having been subject to completely different
traditions, religions, and historical circumstances. The Slovenes,
Croats, and Dalmatians were part of Western Europe and of the
Western Church. Their religion was Roman Catholic and they used
the Latin script. A large proportion of the Bosniaks and Herzego-
vinians were Moslemized Yugoslavs who had accepted Islam in order
to mitigate the hardships of Turkish rule.
On the other hand, the Serbs and Montenegrins, the hard core of
the southern Slavs, were part of Eastern Europe and of the Eastern
Church. Their script was Cyrillic and their religion Orthodox, their
civilization and traditions not Roman, but Byzantine. But it was they
who had always been the protagonists of the freedom and unity of the
Yugoslavs, and who had fought and died to win that freedom and
unity. When it was achieved it was consequently not unnaturally the
Serbs at Belgrade who played the predominant part in the new union.
All the chief posts in the Civil Service as well as the Army were held
by Serbs, who undoubtedly took full or rather excessive advantage .of
the ascendancy and authority which they thus enjoyed. This state of
afiairs was naturally profoundly resented by the Croats, who regarded
Zagreb as a more suitable capital than Belgrade, and themselves as
more cultured and more civilized than the rougher Serbs, whom they
affected to treat as Byzantine, uncouth, and corrupt. It was these
basic differences of civilization and religion, these fraternal jealousies
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